


Foreword
Seeing the new work of Frances Hatch made me think about Philip Marsden’s fine phrase ‘the transmutation of the 
soil beneath our feet’.

These are works that are unplanned, speculative, dependent on accommodating raw materials. But they are also 
forensic and specific. Frances thinks through walking (as well as through informed loitering). She draws or marks her 
paper with a literal, as well as a liminal, connection to place. Her mark making may be hasty and the traces of her found 
materials may be rough, but there is always a deep and consoling consideration of terrain at work in their composition.

She is a visual geographer.

What resides in the paintings - whether they are fragmentary, eroded or swooping of scale – is the touch of the land, 
the coursing of nature. This is a haptic visual art. If we saw the work in cross section, it would be as the cartographer 
had been at work. Each piece is less painted than laid down, sedimentary, subject to microcosmic erosions. The paper 
or ceramic base cannot lie flat. No beach, field or mountain lies flat. No traverse is without some undulation. Frances 
Hatch brings these paintings out of the ground. They are akin to the natural world.

These new works take us from Dorset to the Highlands of Scotland, to Celtic fringes, to the edges of the land and their 
bruising or lyrical encounter with the sea; to deeply hidden tracks, to the few wild places left. Here, she will embark on 
work with an implicit faith that the land will provide her with all of the raw material she needs to start her sketch or 
drawing. Sometimes she will lay out a grid of the way these materials – sand, clay, chalk, grit, charcoal – appear when 
diluted (romantically with water from the sky; prosaically with muddy pools and puddles). These taxonomies of place 
(they may be sourced from beach or car park) are revelatory: at one level they are lists, at another, ordered trials and 
colour swatches; at another a way of thinking metaphorically through landscape.

The finished works are often windswept and craggy; uneven and curled; frayed and deckled. 

They are walks made manifest. They are works laden with place.

Simon Olding

Professor Simon Olding is a writer and curator with a special interest in the visual arts of the South West. His writings 
include The Etchings of Bernard Leach and a history of the Dorset Craft Guild. He is Director of the Crafts Study 
Centre, University for the Creative Arts.

Frances Hatch (photo: Dr Cheryl Rogers)

Front cover: Coccolith Cloud, Handfast Point, Studland  2012  acrylic and cliff materials on paper  57 x 76 cm



South Beach, Studland, palette Quartz Sand, South Beach  2014  cliff material and beach litter on Khadi paper  30 x 30cm



South Beach palette (photo by Frances Hatch) Chalk Rain, Old Harry  cliff material and beach debris on Khadi paper  36 x 71 cm

Dorset: Studland sketchbook notes

Walk along the low tide line from South Beach to Old 
Harry Rocks.

In the far corner of South Beach --  an unconformity

A fragrant silence as the sea bed lies bare of water
a gentle green algal dusting over the wave platform
ironstone concretions
Off shore breeze

Kelp --   the Holdfast
hider of wrecks
Handfast

below Old Nicks Ground

yellow gastropods like stars --   
boring piddock seeking its diet of lime
Angel winged bivalve
a city of worms working
calcite veins

Pilot’s path
No Man’s Land
St Lucas’ Leap

You need to have your thumb out to catch a lift



Ladram Red, Sidmouth  2014  Otter Sandstone, Mercia Mudstone, gouache on Khadi paper  95 x 133 cm  

So This Is Permanence by Frances Hatch

The Esplanade, Sidmouth, South Devon. Flat 2, The Pea 
Green Boat. 

I have inherited black-and-white memories of my parents-
to-be as young honeymooners who travelled here to 
Sidmouth from their home in the black-earthed fens at 
the edge of  The Ouse Washes. I wish I could ring them up 
and talk with them sixty-four years on. 

Back in the sixties when I was beginning to make drawings 
along the East Anglian Fenland drains, figuring out the 
spatial recession of dark horizontals and diagonals and 
feeling the sharp coldness of Siberian winds under open 
skies, my landscape became my subject. Returning after 
an absence of many years I walked from the site of my 
Dad’s cycle shop in Littleport i to the banks of the Ouse 
and as I looked around I realized I was looking at myself. I 
recognized myself. Setting out to work on location I often 
intuit the thinning of the separation between my body and 
the space outside it. ii  As when a dense blue watercolour 
wash is separated from an area of extended transparent 
yellow. The brush filled with liquid yellow moves across 
the area of dry paper separating the two washes and its 
tip just touches into the wet blue. The blue floods in and it 
greens the yellowed wetness. 

At Sidmouth my work is informed by processes that 

shape an ancient desert landscape. To my east, beyond 
Beer’s white headland, the chalk cliffs of Old Harry at 
Studland were formed in a shallow warm sea: a ‘cretaceous 
snowstorm’ there lasted for 65 million years.  iii  The ‘marine 
snow’ of microscopic Coccolith shields accumulated at 
a time of climactic stability. This puts my mere twenty 
years of responding to the Purbeck coast into a sobering 
perspective. 

Here in rented accommodation in South Devon I am 
immersing myself for a single week in the redness of the 
Triassic strata. I had no idea about its colour or consistency 
from the monochrome family photo album. 

This morning I received an email from my husband 
Stephen with Joy Division’s ‘So This Is Permanence’ as the 
subject line. iv  With my mind on the geological ‘red beds’ 
I am not thinking of one lyricist’s fleeting life but of the 
way his words resonate with my experience of this land in 
which I am working temporarily.

It is all ancient redness to the west where Otter Sandstone 
and the Mercia Mudstone are exposed. From here I can 
see the change in the cliff profile where the more crumbly 
mudstone begins. Further on, near Peak Hill, the gentle 
eastern dip brings the sandstone up at the base of the cliff. 
Further still Otter Sandstone sea stacks are just visible at 
Ladram Bay under High Peak.v  At this summit, with its hard 
Upper Greensand and Clay-with-Flints topping, the sharp 



edged flints are useful to gain a foothold on the steep 
coastal path. One day these shards will become rounded 
and sea-rolled on the beaches below. I climbed there 
yesterday and found late swallows skimming around its 
wind-clipped vegetation. Standing on this high point words 
by poet Elisabeth Bletsoe come to mind. vi  She is referring 
to Golden Cap to the east - but I feel their pertinence to 
this place:

              standing
on this southern coastline’s 
                           highest point                              wind bent
                                                               in on itself in the
                                                                  shape of a thorn
           do you want to hear how it feels?     
              
               the song of the grass       rattle
                                        of sea-pinks’ dried calices 

Ladram Bay’s sea stacks fringed with pink-stained water 
are the focus of two large paintings I am working on at 
present. The paintings need to return to the site again 
today. The material I will be handling is a continental 
deposit from the great landmass of Pangaea formed in 
desert conditions at a time when what is now Britain was 
just north of the Equator. At a distance the deposits are 
all rusted red but at the cliff face my palette is extended 
into creams and friable soft greens. vii  The Otter Sandstone 
beds show, in their cross bedding, varying textures and 
colouration, evidence of monsoon-like torrential rain, 
sand storms and evaporating lakes. Today I see fine Triassic 
dust suspended in the sea around the sandstone deposits 
like a stain. The hue of salmon meets its complementary 
turquoise. I mix the sandstone with a turquoise blue to 

make a gorgeous grit-tinted neutral that seems to hover 
halfway back to the horizon. 

What did these cliffs look like in 1896 when Degas painted 
La Coiffure using multiple reds? 

This morning I decided to climb out of Sidmouth east to 
Salcombe Hill across the River Sid. I reached the summit 
and came upon an engraved stone:

South Combe Farm including summit of Salcombe Hill is 
dedicated by the owner as a permanent open space. viii   

A permanent open space?

Set-aside for perpetuity?

The sturdy blackberries growing in this protected ground 
did taste good. Squall-driven gusts buffeted the bushes as I 
grazed in their shelter. A female chaffinch briefly appeared 
from the protective tangle of fruits and a robin sang ever 
so gently. I smeared a double page of my sketchbook with 
ripe blackberry juice. 

The passing through of a weather front.

I sat down by puddles along the path and collaged torn 
pages from a book called The Restless Earth on to board 
then I built up washes of puddle mud on top. ix  I waited 
as the sun dried them. I added blue gouache and then 
it started raining and the washes re-energized, mingled 
and granulated. Fragments of text re-emerged. I carried 
the boards back down into town in my rucksack and the 
layers ran further. Seagulls in Lively Breeze, Sidmouth  2014  Mercia Mudstone, Otter Sandstone, gouache on card  15 x 20 cm 



Dawn: The Restless Earth  Sidmouth  2014  gouache, Otter Sandstone and collage on card  15 x 20 cm

Ongoing improvisation. 

Open-endedness. 

Now, back at the flat, I open the still damp sketchbook 
page that has retained a gritty perfume.  The pink juice is 
drying to purple. 

Ripe impermanence.

An integration of 200 million year-old material, paper 
printed when my mother was twelve years old and 
manufactured pigment mingling with the rain that fell 
today. 

The Restless Earth was on a café shelf in Swanage when 
Stephen found it. Binding mediums make strata of paper 
and earths. 

Robert Gheyselinck’s text begins and ends with words 
Galileo is said to have uttered in the Papal Court after 
having publicly denounced his conviction that the Earth 
was not the fixed centre of the solar system:

“Eppur si muove!“
None the less, it moves! 

So this is permanence?

8th October 2014

i  Fenland village where I lived in The Isle of Ely until the age of 19.

ii    Recent places I have worked and stayed in include Charmouth, 
Pembrokeshire, North Devon, Dartmoor, the Alpujarra region of Spain, 
Portugal and the North West Highlands of Scotland. 

iii   Jacquetta Hawkes’ book The Land is the source of the snowstorm 
imagery here.

iv   Ian Curtis So This Is Permanence: Joy Division Lyrics and Notebooks, 
Faber & Faber, 2014. The title is taken from the song ‘Twenty Four Fours’ 
from the album Closer, Factory Records, 1980.

v   Ladram Bay Holiday Park presses close to the beach. The bay has 
wonderfully inaccessible coves and Otter Sandstone (older Trias) stacks. 
The finer grained Mercia Mudstone (later Trias), can be seen half way up 
High Peak. These cliffs date from about 250 to 203 million years.

vi   The lines are from ‘Votives to St. Wite’ by the ‘radical landscape poet’ 
Elisabeth Bletsoe. My friend’s work is embedded both physically and in 
spirit in my Charmouth pieces. The complete poem was first published 
in Towards Re-Enchantment, edited by Gareth Evans and Di Robson, 
Artevents, 2010.  

vii   The green coloration found in ‘reduced beds and reduction spots’ is due 
to reduced oxygen in their formation. 

viii   The full text reads: South Combe Farm including summit of Salcombe 
Hill is dedicated by the owner as a permanent open space. Vaughan 
Cornish. A.D. 1937. “No sounds of worldly toil ascending there mar the 
full burst of prayer.”

ix   Robert Gheyselinck The Restless Earth: Geology for Everyman, Scientific 
Book Club, 1939. Translated from the German version of the original 
Dutch by Dr. Ernst Fellner and Betty Inskip.

Meall a’ Bhuachaille (Herdsman’s Hill) via Ryvoan Bothy and An Lochan Uaine (The Green Lochan), Glenmore, 
Cairngorm  2014  acrylic, peat, granite sand on Khadi paper  82 x 197 cm





Cairngorm notes:

Allt Coire an t Sneachda        Burn of the Cauldron of Snow

Peat grit in my sandwich    

Rose hip and mint tea in Tomintoul

Ptarmigan churr - white against the different white of the snow

The Green Lochan               An Lochan Uaine

Bright Cowberries                      and one late laden Juniper

Blaeberry tinted bird poo stains on granite

Detail from: On Beinn Bheag, Loch Damh  2014
local earths, acrylic primer on Khadi paper

36 x 72 cm Orange Streak, Loch Damh, N.W. Highlands  2011  collage, acrylic, watercolour on Khadi paper  15 x 20 cm  



Creamed Dazzle, Studland  2012  cliff materials and gouache on board  15 x 20 cm
Ceruleum mud 
(photo by Frances Hatch)



Black Cove, Marloes to Musselwick  2014  
gouache, cliff path material on board  

15 x 20 cm

Dark Energy  St Anne’s Head  2014  
gouache, carpark debris, cliff path material on board  
15 x 20 cm

Carpark debris
  St Anne’s Head

(photo by Frances Hatch)  

Frances gathering 
Bideford Black at 
Abbotsham, Devon



Coultrie Lodge, Loch Damh, North West Highlands, Scotland

sketchbook notes: 

Coire Each walk, Saturday

Youthful cotton grass

Honey dew

tiny and sharply defined

orchids and small bright 

flower faces in rough

turf. Lichen like

patches of sunlight

on rock

snipe

cuckoo again

Lemon Moment.  Applecross, North West Highlands, Scotland  2011  
Applecross earth, gouache on Khadi paper  17 x 22 cm 





Frances Hatch was born and raised in the fenland village of 
Littleport in the Isle of Ely, Cambridgeshire. She currently lives in 
Dorset just a few minutes from the sea near to West Bay. By the 
time she left home for Aberystwyth University – chosen for its 
exposed and maritime location – she had already established her 
plein air practice of painting.

Education:
1973-74  C.C.A.T. (Cambridge) Foundation Course 
1974-78 Aberystwyth University College of Wales, Hons degree 
in French and Visual Art 
1976 Auditrice Libre, Ecole des Beaux Arts, Nantes 
1978-79 Goldsmiths’ College, Post Graduate Art Teachers’ 
Certificate
1986-89 Wimbledon College of Art: Postgraduate MA 
Printmaking 

Extensive experience as an art educator ranging from early years 
learning to higher education
1995 – present Senior Tutor, West Dean College 

Selected Exhibitions:
2011  Drawn to Antarctica, Babylon Gallery, Ely, solo
2012  Drawn to Antarctica The Blue Gallery, Cumbria, solo
2012 Drawn to Antarctica, Gilbert White’s House and The Oates 
Collection, solo
2011 Matter Arising, The David West Gallery, Lyme Regis, solo
2011, 2013  RWA: 159th & 161st Annual Open Exhibition, Bristol
2011, 2012, 2013  Affordable Art Fair, Hampstead and Battersea
2012, 2013  Millfield Open, Atkinson Gallery, Street
2013  St Barbe Museum, Lymington 
2013  The Russell Cotes Museum and Art Gallery, solo
2013  The ING Discerning Eye Exhibition, Mall Galleries, London.
2014  Lynn Painter-Stainers Prize. Mall Galleries, London.
2014  Kevis House Gallery, Petworth. 

Awards:
Bath and West Show 2005 (1st Prize), 2007 (2nd prize), 2008 
(past winners show)
2008  Pallant House, Chichester,  ‘In House’ 1st Prize
2008  Lyme Open,  The Town Mill Gallery  2nd Prize
2012  Exploratory Laboratory (ExLAB) Research Bursary 

Residencies: 
2009  Kube Gallery, Poole
2011, 2012 Pavilion Dance, Bournemouth 
2014  Durlston Country Park National Nature Reserve. Swanage 

Contributions to publications: 
2013  Missal Birds: Illustrations for origami microbook, poems by 
Elisabeth Bletsoe printed by Steve Hitchens 
2014  Artist and Illustrators Magazine, Featured Contributor
2014 Commissioned by Access Art to feature in online resource: 
40 Artist Educator Project
2015  Artist profile in Drawing and Painting: Materials and 
Techniques for Contemporary Artists by Kate Wilson, Thames and 
Hudson, UK, and The Artist’s Everything Handbook: a New Guide 
to Drawing and Painting by Kate Wilson, Harper Design, USA
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Frances Hatch on Chesil Beach, St Valentine’s Day storm  2014 
(photo by Steve Batty) 

Back Cover:  Vanishing Drawing, Kimmeridge

Cox Tor lichen (photo by Frances Hatch)

Cox Tor Summit Clitter, Dartmoor  2014  summit materials on Khadi paper  71 x 104 cm 
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